Wright™ Collection

WRIGHT

Wood plank arms with back and side slats
bear the hallmark of the Wright collection’s
mission design. The classic arts-and-crafts
styling contributes to the comfort of this
distinctive collection that features seating
and casegoods for welcoming healthcare
environments.

The Wright collection offers a full line
of guest and patient seating, including
a bariatric loveseat, recliner, and glider.
Frames are made from hard maple with
mortise-and-tenon with locking dowel
construction. The antimicrobial finish inhibits
growth of bacteria while the lacquer provides
a strong defense against the harshness of
cleaning solutions.
Mission styling with side slats and square
edge detail signify Wright casegoods and
tables to coordinate furnishings throughout
a facility.
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Classic arts-and-crafts styling

SEATING & LOUNGE SEATING

The Wright collection offers guest chairs and tandem
seating that accommodates up to five people. A
lounge chair, loveseat, and sofa—all with removable
seat and back cushions—create cozy choices
for lounge and lobby spaces. The Wright bench
complements the collection’s tandem and lounge
seating, to coordinate waiting room or lounge
furnishings. Or, it easily stands alone in places
of respite, such as corridors and lobbies.

• Hard maple with mortise-and-tenon
locking dowel construction
• Wood arms
• Field replaceable seats and backs
• Horizontal cleanout
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Distinctive comfort
The mission design creates a unique style
for the three-position recliner that features
side slats.

RECLINERS
• Wood arms
• Field replaceable recliner
pullout and footrest
• Weight activated mechanism
• High leg extension
• Reclines to 135 degrees
• Edge guard protects surrounding
surfaces from damage

Wood plank arms with back and side slats on
the Wright glider contribute to seating comfort
for patients.

LOUNGE SEATING
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Wright

• Wood armcaps
• Field replaceable
seats and back

WRIGHT

GLIDER

• Horizontal cleanout
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Coordinated furnishings

CASEGOODS

Framed panel door and drawer fronts mark the
distinctive look of Wright casegoods available
in laminate or Thermofoil options. Choose from
three bedside cabinets, two dressers, and two
wardrobes. A spill guard top option on bedside
cabinets features a lip around the edge so that
liquids do not leak onto the floor.

• Interior steel and laminate
drawer construction
• Ventilated back
• Field replaceable drawers
and door fronts
• Casters standard on bedside
cabinets

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
• Spill guard Thermofoil top
• Plastic drawer liner
• Available with laminate or
Thermofoil drawer fronts and tops
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Detailed design

TABLES

Mission styling with side slats and square
edge detail signify Wright occasional tables,
including attached bridge and end tables,
and freestanding coffee, end, lamp, and
corner tables.

• Hard maple frame
• Tops available in veneer
or laminate
• Mounting hardware included
with attached tables

WRIGHT
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• Antimicrobial finish inhibits the growth of bacteria while
lacquer provides a strong defense against the harshness
of cleaning solutions
• Casegoods available in laminate or Thermofoil with
an optional Thermofoil spill guard top
• Occasional tables constructed with hard maple frames
and veneer or laminate tops
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